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Borderlines and their disappearance  
The work of art on the borderline of order and excess 

 
  
Borderlines and their disappearance as point of departure, like a stone that is thrown into the water 
and disappears, but leaves its traces in ripples on the surface. Actually the entire workshop can be 
seen as a game – a game with its own, autonomous and changeable rules, a game that either you 
play or don’t play, a circular movement within which dividing lines are irrelevant. Or where the 
borderline can be regarded as an imaginary, disciplinary dividing line, which is being crossed or at 
least redefined. 
 

The borderline is the imaginary line which distinguish our relatively ordered and secured world 
from the undifferentiated, immense forces beyond it. Man is able to hold his own thanks to an 
illusion of order, but it would be fatal for him to forget that this is an illusion. Economic order, for 
example, acts as a counterbalance against the squandering of nature, but, even so, it is liable to 
this squander, so as to avoid being stifled within its own confines.  Excess can be regarded as a 
controlled and institutionalized transgression of boundaries, in which a temporary, liberating 
communication with the amorphous world is brought about. Thinking itself is not excluded from 
these movements. The notion of unformed reality being classified into fixed identities inevitably 
conjures up a multitude of meanings. The world and the concept can, in themselves, be seen as 
limits in which the shielding against and the openness to the unlimited are present at the same 
time.   
 
The notion of excess is intrinsically related to the idea of a borderline which must be guarded. 
 
I want to elaborate on Paul Virilio’s1 thoughts on speed and limits. Using the old city as spatial 
metaphor he regards the city not grown from the center, but on the basis of limits. The limits are 
not the end of the urban territory, but the beginning. As a symbol and machine, it is the original 
expression of a social differentiation in pace and, therefore, in power. In addition to this, a 
second differentiation has arisen, between the inertia of the place, beyond it, the chaotic 
movements of merchants, vagabonds and soldiers. As a ‘mechanical arrangement’, the borderline 
of the city regulates the exchange between these two domains. Without this regulation, there 
would no longer be a distinction between good and bad, normal and abnormal, legal and 
illegal. 

                                                            
1 Paul Virilio (born 1932 in Paris, France) is a cultural theorist and urbanist. He is best known for his writings about technology as it has developed 
in relation to speed and power, with diverse references to architecture, the arts, the city and the military. 
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The history of the wall, the gate and the form of the city is the history of control over this 
exchange. But there is always the treat of that other ‘order’ of unlimited exchange and the 
diffusion of the differences that seemed to be so secure and stabile. What happens then when 
the clearly identifiable limits disappear during the nineteenth century? Does the urban boundary 
cease to exist at that point? No, according to Virilio, it returns to a kind of omnipresent state of 
being a city in a fragmentary, diffuse, everyday manner. The modern citizen who closes the front 
door of his house behind him experiences, in diluted form, the same thing as the city dweller who 
used to venture beyond its walls. And the soldier who did his rounds over the city walls, looking 
out over the open area (glacis)2 surrounding the wall, returns in the form of the survey, the 
cadastral map, air photography and all those modern observation techniques by which the 
movements in the field can be controlled and mobilized and linked together on a worldwide 
scale. The modern glacis is a screen on which a simulated, dematerialized, transparent reality 
lights up. The fate of modern man is that of a traveler, who sees himself reflected at sunset in the 
windows, across the landscape, that flash by in an unreal light.3 
 
The work of art as limit 
Art has acquired its own space in modern society. It is exhibited in the silence of galleries and 
museums4 but runs the risk of being reduced to a mere ‘symbol’ of art in this context. Modern art 
thus cannot escape the reconsideration of its own boundaries, those, for instance, of the object 
within its spatial context. Perhaps the work of art, just as the thought or the concept, can be seen 
as the limit, now as protection against and receptiveness to an excess of meanings, bordering on 
the deterioration of meaning and the remains of it. Art which aims to effect a relationship with 
the world must, in any case, locate its own prison walls. Only then can triviality be conquered 
and boundaries shifted. The material nature of the work of art is not inclined toward a personal 
or social content. The work of art is situated on the borderline between material and immaterial; 
it is there and it isn’t.     
 
Exploring your own counterbalance on the borderline 
During the week5 of the workshop we aim to create an exhibition, which will be opened on 
Friday.  
You will participate in exploring your own work and the border of it. The borderline can be 
approached again and again from different angles and standpoints; it can be weighed, 
explored, defined, dissolved, fractured, transgressed, blown up, or at the least put into 
perspective as an imaginary idea. This exhibition has not the intention to present a clear-cut 
result or unambiguous conclusion, but rather a number of starting points for further exploration of 
the generated material.  

                                                            
2 A glacis in military engineering is an artificial slope of earth used in late European fortresses so constructed as to keep any potential assailant 
under the fire of the defenders until the last possible moment. On natural, level ground, troops attacking any high work have a degree of shelter 
from its fire when close up to it; the glacis consists of a slope with a low grade inclined towards the top of the wall. This gave defenders a direct 
line of sight into the assaulting force, allowing them to efficiently sweep the field with fire from the parapet. 
3 Ton Verstegen architect critics  
4 Now a day art is found in more diverse situations, but still it keeps his pedestal attitude. 
5 16th February to 21th February 2009, opening Friday evening Saturday the exhibition will be open for public 
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The exploration of what borderlines mean to you will be collected in different ways, drawings, 
photo’s, sketches, models, found objects, written words,… your own way of working and 
background or context could be questioned by the examination of your limits and what’s behind. 
Together with a coordinator, Wesley Meuris, you discus the ‘in-between field’, the research of 
your work on the border of order and excess. At the end of the workshop the different 
participants, out of different fields, bring together their material in a cabinet of research, an 
exhibition of thoughts. 
 

Practical information 

Monday, 16th February 19h00 Meeting with a fine glass of wine. 

Tuesday, 17th February 10h00 – 12h00  Visiting the exhibition space6  

 14h00 – 17h00 Lecture by Michel Dewilde 

‘Border exhibitions and exhibiting borders’ 

Wednesday, 18th February 14h00 – 20h00 Individual Coaching  

‘Speaking along borders’ 

Thursday, 19th February 14h00 – 17h00 Discussion on the work and growing exhibition 

‘Reflection of matter’  

 19h00 – 22h00 Film 

Friday, 20th February  10h00 – 19h00 Assembling the exhibition 

 19h00 – 24h00 Opening Exhibition 

 20h00 – 22h00 Live Music by SPUUK7 

Saturday, 21st February 14h00 – 18h00 The exhibition will be open 

  
*As you understand it is necessary to prepare yourself in advance. Thinking about your way/discipline of 
expression and your possibilities of exhibiting. Nevertheless it would be against the ‘borderline 
disappearance’ if you couldn’t rethink your goals at the very end. 
*If you need special equipment or material it would be good to inform me in advance. 
*The exhibition will be communicated and will be open for public. So the presentation of the works should be 
well considered and in dialogue with the other participants.      

 
 
 
 
                                                            
6 Research-space, Campus Congres, Kerkstraat, Antwerp 
7 experimental  impro  and punkmusic - Joachim Devillé: trompet / flugelhorn - Bram Bosteels: laptop / electronics / objecten – Frederik Van de 
Moortel: electrische contrabas - Davy De Decker: drums / stem 
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Lecture by Michel Dewilde ‘Border exhibitions and exhibiting borders’  
(Michel Dewilde – Wesley Meuris) 

 
 
 

 
 

Lecture by Michel Dewilde ‘Border exhibitions and exhibiting borders’  
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Research Room 
(Kim Engelen – Ann Wanten) 

 
 
 

 
 

Research Room 
(Bas Ketelaars – Egon Van Herreweghe) 
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Research Room 
(Ineke Van den Heuvel – Caroline Cosson – Oscar Hugal – Jonathan Hildén (behind Oscar) – Berten Jaekers) 

 
 
 

 
 

Research Room 
(Caroline Cosson – Egon Van Herreweghe – Bas Ketelaars) 
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Research Room 
(Kim Engelen) 

 
 
 

 
Research Room 

(Paulina Michalowska & Dorota Sadkowska) 
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Research Room 
(Bas Ketelaars – Egon Van Herreweghe) 
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Research Room 
Intervention by Egon Van Herreweghe, Berten Jaekers en Jonathan Hildén 

 
 
 

 
 

Research Room 
(Berten Jaekers – Wesley Meuris) 
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Research Room 
Intervention by Egon Van Herreweghe, Berten Jaekers en Jonathan Hildén 

 
 
 

 
 

Research Room 
Intervention by Ineke Van den Heuvel 
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Opening 

 
 
 

 
 

Opening 
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Caroline Cosson 
carolinecosson@hotmail.com 
 
 
Born in 1984,  achieved BA degree in fine arts at Sint Lucas Antwerpen last year, and now 
studying for my MA degree. 
 
At the moment, while doubting a lot, thinking and experimenting with making subtle interventions 
in spaces (and in objects); creating  mis-informative orderings of some kind. 
How to catalogue or point out mistakes or ‘rest-forms’,  inspired somehow by Situationism. 
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Kim Engelen 
kimengelen.com  -   
 
 
Kim Engelen (1973, NL) studeerde af in 1999 aan de Kunstacademie in Den Bosch, richting 
autonoom. In haar videowerk speelt de mens de centrale rol met de nadruk op de innerlijke 
gedachtewereld.  
 
In de videowerken van Engelen speelt de mens de centrale rol en dan met name diens intrinsieke 
denkwereld. Zij ziet de mens als ‘work in progress’. “We kunnen ons zijn blijven onderzoeken en 
vormen. De mens blijft leren en zo zichzelf (her)creëren en herpositioneren.” Engelen zoomt in op 
bewustwordingsprocessen. Ze toont de diverse emoties zoals de worstelingen en het plezier in de 
zoektocht naar een leefbare balans en geluk. “Mijn ervaringen versus de ervaringen van andere 
mensen daar moet ik iets mee. We zijn allemaal verschillend, en toch zijn we ook zeer gelijk. In 
de ontmoeting met de ander kan door reflectie ontwikkeling ontstaan” 
Engelen hanteert een intieme en directe beeldtaal, met veel close-ups en eenvoudige montage. 
De video’s vertonen grotendeels statische shots of ‘tracking shots’. Karakteristieken van mensen 
worden zo zichtbaar gemaakt en de suggestie dat de kijker werkelijk zelf aanwezig is als ‘fly 
on the wall’ is inherent aan haar korte films. 
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Anouk Fraweel 
anoukfraweel@hotmail.com 
 
 
Born in Port-au–Prince, Haïti,1985. 
Bachelor diploma2008 & master - St-Lucas high school Antwerp  
 
On a play full manner I refer in my work to moments of  Afro-American cultural  history and 
elements which bring me back to my home-land, Haiti. I collect and bring together different parts 
of my topic under many varied forms. I try to construct some sort of personal story-line within a 
bigger context or myth. The reproduction of certain aspects under a diverse form language is an 
element  that constantly accurse in my work.  
On the one hands I try to offer a place for some items of Afro- American-cult history and on the 
other hand I let certain themes revive within a new context. Referring to and at the same time  
looking for  some kind of authenticity, I try to reconstruct  some kind of all-including  story or 
‘nouveau historia’. I search for ways, which translate all of this on a manner that combines all of 
the elements.  Therefore I aim myself to different types of media, such like drawings, fabric , des 
objet trouvé and installations. 
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Jonatan Hildén 
jhilden.com 
 
 
 
Born in Helsinki, Finland, 12 June 1983. BA in graphic design from University of Art and Design 
Helsinki, 2007, currently studying for MA in graphic design and doing an exchange term at Sint 
Lucas Antwerp / Experimental media group. 
 
Currently I find special excitement from generative / programming art, conceptual design & 
minimalism, information design and things on the line between the inane and the ingenious. 
Consider me a friend of information and creative misunderstandings.  
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Oscar Hugal 
oscarhugal@hotmail.com 
 
 
 
Born in 1986, achieved BA degree in fine arts at Sint Lucas Antwerpen in 2007, and now 
studying for my MA degree. 
 
In my practice I try to find a balance between everyday instigations and artistic gestures. 
Through this I am looking for ways on how an artist and/or his work can be portrayed. Lately my 
interventions are taking place into urban public spaces. These actions are documented and 
function as pictures of traces left by me as an artist.  
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Berten Jaekers 
bertenjaekers.be 
 
 
Born in Belgium, Merksem, 10 December 1985, graduated as Master of Fine Arts in 3D/ 
Multimedial Design in 2008 in Ghent. Studied sculpture at ΑΣΚΤ in Athens, Greece between 
2006-2007. Currently developing projects and studying scenography. 
 
I’m inspired by observations, meetings, images and objects that I come across - most often by 
accident -. I adopt them in installations, urban interventions and sculptural reconstructions. My 
three dimensional impressions often originate from photographical registrations, sometimes also 
purely presented as pictures. Moreover I use the documentary character of photography to 
register my spatial interventions. Herein I mainly accentuate the temporality and the evolution of 
the intervention. 
 
The continuously questioning of status of objects and spaces and the converting of these statuses 
and contexts is a constant factor in my work. Herein the excursion of the exhibition space and the 
artist as “creator” is frequently present.  
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Bas Ketelaars 
bas_ketelaars@hotmail.com 
 
 
Studying for a master degree at Sint Lucas Antwerp. 
 
I make drawings, paper sculptures and space interventions with tape. I try to work on the border 
of figuration and abstraction curious to find out where a form pretends to be more than it 
actually is.  
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Gitte Le Bruyn 
Gittte.be 
 
 
 
Born 09 January 1985.   
2004-2008 academy  Antwerp (master painting) 2009 3 bach printmaking academy. Antwerp 
 
Komt nog 
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Paulina Michalowska & Dorota Sadkowska 
 
We both came from Radom, Poland. We study here on IV year at Art Faculty of Technical 
University. 
 
Paulina Michałowska: Born in July 27, 1985 in Radom. Works in computer graphic, painting, 
drawing. Interested in commercial art as graphic picture and multimedia. Also in sign as a part of 
graphic. 
 
Dorota Sadkowska: Born in December 12, 1986 in Radom. Works in photography, drawing, 
graphic. Interested in fashion photography and illustration, music and animation. 
 
Because of our common interests we decided to made this work together. We want to connect 
our different meaning about borderlines and create one. Express this huge topic by means of 
photography, computer graphic and drawing. 
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Ineke Van den Heuvel 
inekepinneke1@hotmail.com 
 
 
Born in Turnhout, Belgium, 24 April 1986. Currently studying for MA in painting at Sint-Lucas 
Antwerp. Except painting, I also make collages and installations. 
 
Free wil is nonexistent. What you think is what you are and what your environment serves you. 
From the inside or the outside, you're nothing more then a conglomerate of greater physical 
existence. Its just when your organism reached a certain level of perceived memory that you can 
start and act upon life. Only then conscious existence comes into play and existential questions 
can be understood. Because for what you are, you're nothing more then you potentially can be... 
©Koen Van Roy 
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Egon Van Herreweghe 
domwegniks@hotmail.com 
 
 
Born in Ghent, Belgium, 3 august 1985. Master in Photography from the Royal Academy of Fine 
Arts in Ghent (KASK), 2008. Currently studying a Master of Research in Art and Design at Sint 
Lucas Antwerp.  
 
This morning I woke up because I was cold. I looked around me and saw nothing which could get me 
out of bed. Why get up I asked myself, the dishes can wait, eating can wait, I’m going to sleep 
again. Hours later I was still awake because of the cold. I thought about this problem: You see 
something, it can be everything, but it attracts your attention more than before. After a few minutes 
it slips away from your sight, knowing it is there. You try to catch it and you take your camera: 
“KLIK” it says. Afterwards you look at the picture, the environment and the light are there as you 
saw it. But that what awoke your attention is nowhere on the picture…   
 
The homeland of my work is mainly of photographic nature, but often verge outside the classical 
boundaries of the medium. The text is an excerpt from the essay "The artist and the trauma of his 
birth" that I wrote in 2008. 
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Ann Wanten 
ann.wanten@telenet.be 
 
 
Ann Wanten studeerde juweelontwerp en maakte als eindwerk een in de ruimte zwevende 
installatie van zeven meter lang die bestaat uit dunne, zilveren ringvormige figuren. Deze zijn 
het resultaat van een onderzoek naar nieuwe sieraadvormen waarvoor zij vertrok van 
horizontale en verticale lichaamdoorsneden. In een interessante beweging ontstaan zo vanuit het 
lichaam sieraden voor het lichaam.  
 
Aan de hand van afgietsels van haar eigen lichaam maakte Wanten doorsneden waarvan ze er 
uiteindelijk vijftig selecteerde om in rechthoekige zilverdraad uit te werken. Met de doorsneden 
in dit relatief neutrale materiaal maakte ze opnieuw een lichaam, dat wil zeggen een ruimtelijke 
installatie waar de bezoeker dwars doorheen kan wandelen en de stukken afzonderlijk kan 
bekijken. In elke ‘ring’ is steeds het lichaamsdeel en de plaats gegraveerd waarvan de 
doorsnede afkomstig is. Het persoonlijke lichaam wordt daardoor nog sterker geobjectiveerd. 
Aan enkele stukken is echter ook de factor ‘draagbaarheid’ toegevoegd: de doorsneden van het 
hoofd kregen een vrijwel onzichtbare sluiting en zijn daardoor draagbaar als halssieraad. Via 
haar sieraad ontstaat zo een intrigerende wisselwerking tussen individueel – universeel, 
subjectief – objectief. (Edith Doove) 
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Met dank aan: 

 
 

Sint Lucas Antwerpen 
Mark De Belder - Henk Byl – Kathrin Reynaers – Rudy Vangeneugden 

Tine Van Craenenbroeck – Eric Desombere - Dirk De Backer – Michel Dewilde 
alle kandidaten en degene die ik vergeet 

 
 

Foto’s workshop: 
Dirk De Backer 
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